
4E Cheung Ka Fai, Jason       From: Mrs Liu 

 

Dear all, 

This is just a note to tell you who I am. Jason is my name. I was born in 2001 and now I’m 14 years old. I 

have been promoted from 3B to 4E. There are my parents and a sister in my family, including me of 

course! (Sorry about my bad humor) 

As for my personality, I think I’m quite a talented buy and just a little bit lazy. I love reading and thinking. 

When I was a kid, I saw the moon hanging in the sky, wondering why the moon was shiny. I tried to find 

out the answer and eventually I did. Besides the books about science, I’m also keen on reading 

something about history, politics and culture to broaden my horizon. However, I don’t study for the 

exam diligently even during the exam week. But still, I manage to gain a neat result with my gift. How 

lucky I am! By the way, “think twice before you act” is my motto. So you can tell I’m a cautious person as 

well. 

So much for that, I’d like to talk about something I like and dislike. I consider eating the most enjoyable 

activity in the entire world. I love the feeling of gulping the food down which makes me feel satisfied. On 

the contrary, I hate exams. It’s a heavy burden to me as I have to do revision, which means I have less 

time to play. I sometimes neglect it though. To be frank, I would love schooling if there was no exam. 

This new school year is full of fresh duties and plans for me. First, I just need to study 4 core subjects and 

3 electives – Information and Communication Technology, Mathematics Module 2 and Physics. Second, I 

become the subject leader of Liberal Studies, which is a new challenge to me. Also, I will try my best to 

participate in some extra-curricular activities. These are the new plans and duties. But on the other 

hand, the fact that it increases my burden scares me. Despite all difficulties, I will try my best. 

Looking forward to you reply.  

All the best, 

Jason 


